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Tokyo Ghoul Re 1
Haise Sasaki has been tasked with teaching Qs Squad how to be outstanding investigators, but his assignment is
complicated by the troublesome personalities of his students and his own uncertain grasp of his Ghoul powers.
Can he pull them together as a team, or will Qs Squad first assignment be their last? -- VIZ Media
TOKYO GHOUL:RE 1Tokyo Ghoul:reTokyo Ghoul: reVIZ Media LLC
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to become one… The Commission of
Counter Ghoul is the only organization fighting the Ghoul menace, and they will use every tool at their disposal
to protect humanity from its ultimate predator. Their newest weapon in this hidden war is an experimental
procedure that implants human investigators with a Ghoul’s Kagune, giving them Ghoul powers and abilities.
But both the procedure and the newly formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they become heroes…or monsters?!
Haise Sasaki has been tasked with teaching Qs Squad how to be outstanding Investigators, but his assignment
is complicated by the troublesome personalities of his subordinates and his own uncertain grasp of his Ghoul
powers. Can he pull this ragtag group together as a team, or will Qs Squad’s first assignment be their last?
Unable to discard his humanity but equally unable to suppress his Ghoul hunger, Ken finds salvation in the
kindness of friendly Ghouls who teach him how to pass as human and eat flesh humanely. But recent upheavals
in Ghoul society attract the police like wolves to prey, and they don’t discriminate between conscientious and
ravenous Ghouls. -- VIZ Media
Tokyo Ghoul:re Illustrations: zakki
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 1
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 6
Tokyo Ghoul
Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every way—except their craving for human flesh. Ken
Kaneki is an ordinary college student until a violent encounter turns him into the first half-human
half-ghoul hybrid. Trapped between two worlds, he must survive Ghoul turf wars, learn more about Ghoul
society and master his new powers. Enjoy this sneak peek of Tokyo Ghoul volume 1 along with an inside
look of Tokyo Ghoul volume 2. -- VIZ Media
Before the steel frame incident in the 20th Ward, there were reports of Ghouls lurking among the masses
in Tokyo, carefully stalking their prey. This novel covers the events that occurred before the opening
act of Tokyo Ghoul—a time when Kaneki was still human, the Kirishimas still lived together, and Rize
enjoyed her feasts. -- VIZ Media
Interim Bureau Chief of the CCG Matsuri Washu has gone conveniently missing, and the power vacuum has
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allowed the devious Nimura Furuta to take control. His erratic behavior concerns some of the
investigators, but the special show he puts on for the rank-and-file CCG employees gains him their
support, especially when he unveils the final act—the public execution of the traitor Haise Sasaki! -VIZ Media
Shy Ken Kaneki is thrilled to go on a date with the beautiful Rize. But it turns out that she’s only
interested in his body—eating it, that is. When a morally questionable rescue transforms him into the
first half-human half-Ghoul hybrid, Ken is drawn into the dark and violent world of Ghouls, which
exists alongside our own. -- VIZ Media
Seraph of the End, Vol. 3
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 2
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 3
Tokyo Ghoul Monster Edition: (v. 1, 2, 3)

In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to become one…
The Commission of Counter Ghoul is the only organization fighting the Ghoul menace, and
they will use every tool at their disposal to protect humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest weapon in this hidden war is an experimental procedure that
implants human investigators with a Ghoul’s Kagune, giving them Ghoul powers and
abilities. But both the procedure and the newly formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they
become heroes…or monsters?! Furuta has finally gone too far in his mad power grab at the
CCG. Disgusted at his abuse of countermeasure law, Urie and a group of investigators
decide to take him down. When they confront him, it becomes clear that Furuta is himself
a Ghoul. Overthrown and fleeing the threat of eradication, Furuta takes out his rage on
the Goat stronghold. And in the ensuing carnage, Kaneki is forced to make a horrible,
fateful decision…
Momoko is the only child of the Kuzuryuu clan, a powerful martial arts family with
inhuman strength. But strong as she is, her father fears a woman will never be able to
master the skills of the family. Unless Momoko marries and bears a capable heir, the
Kuzuryuu line is doomed to weaken and die off! With this mission in mind, Momoko is sent
to the rival Inuzuka clan, where she is to marry the son of their mighty leader. But
Koushi Inuzuka abandoned the martial arts long ago. Now committed to his legal studies,
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the last thing Koushi has on his mind is marriage-especially not to the world's strongest
bride!
Kaneki is captured and then tortured by Yamori, one of Aogiri Tree organization's most
sadistic members. To survive the interrogation, Kaneki will have to finally surrender to
the Ghoul inside him, but if he does, it will change him permanently and push him even
further away from being human. -- VIZ Media
In the café Anteiku, where Ghouls gather, danger and the possibility of discovery loom.
Yoshimura, the café’s owner, is harboring suspicions about a certain someone. What sort
of darkness will that person bring to those who hunt and those who are hunted? This book
chronicles six all-new stories from the Tokyo Ghoul universe. -- VIZ Media
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 10
Tokyo Ghoul:re – Band 1
Tokyo Ghoul: re
Tokyo Ghoul : Re
Operation Auction Sweep has turned into a bloodbath as the investigators face off against the ghouls of Aoigiri Tree’s security forces.
And with victory for the CCG far from assured, Investigator Toru Mutsuki must escape from behind enemy lines. His only help comes
from Kuki Urie, the ex-Squad Leader of the Quinxes, whose only allegiance is to his next promotion. With such a dubious ally and fleshhungry Ghouls all around, does Toru even have a chance? -- VIZ Media
Now that Yuichiro has earned his place in the Japanese Imperial Demon Army, he prepares to undergo a fiendish test to acquire the
most powerful and deadly of humanity’s weapons against vampires—Black Demon Series Cursed Gear. Meanwhile, the vampire
nobility welcome a new member—Mika, the best friend Yuichiro thinks died in their escape but who has his own bitter story of survival.
-- VIZ Media
Sen Takatsuki’s newest novel has hit the stands and a video of her admitting to being a Ghoul has gone viral! And if that news hasn’t
done enough to shake things up, the contents of her book are sowing civilian distrust of the CCG. How can investigators effectively
take on the Ghoul threat if the public has lost faith in them? And what if Sen Takatsuki’s veiled accusations about the CCG brass are
true...? -- VIZ Media
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to become one… The Commission of Counter Ghoul is the
only organization fighting the Ghoul menace, and they will use every tool at their disposal to protect humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest weapon in this hidden war is an experimental procedure that implants human investigators with a Ghoul’s
Kagune, giving them Ghoul powers and abilities. But both the procedure and the newly formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they
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become heroes…or monsters?! The Ghoul–CCG alliance secures its first victory when it rescues Kaneki from the monster he was
entombed within. But the creature still poses a dire threat to the city as it continues to birth mutant Ghouls, some of which are infecting
humans with a horrific form of Ghoulism! The only cure lies deep in the belly of the beast itself, and Kaneki is determined to find it. But
will this act of bravery be the final strike to end the war or Kaneki’s last stand?!
Tokyo Ghoul: Past
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 14
Tokyo Ghoul Manga Special Preview
TOKYO GHOUL:RE 1
Haise Sasaki is no more. In his place, Ken Kaneki has emerged and accepted the role of the One-Eyed King. He
sees a vision of the future where Ghouls and humans can coexist. But a faction at the CCG wants to prevent
that peace by any means necessary, and the inevitable death toll means nothing to them. -- VIZ Media
The Qs Squad once again proves its worth by going undercover to collect vital Ghoul information, allowing the
CCG finally move forward with a massive eradication campaign. But this strike pushes the Qs to their limits,
bringing all their weaknesses to the forefront. And Haise is the hardest hit when his hidden past rushes forth
to impact his future! -- VIZ Media
Der Mensch steht an der Spitze der Nahrungskette. Dennoch, ein Wesen gibt es, das ihn jagt und frisst – den
Ghul. Um diese Menschenfresser zu bekämpfen, hat das CCG, eine Organisation zur Erforschung und
Vernichtung von Ghulen, eine Spezialeinheit ins Leben gerufen, die Quinks. Unter der Leitung von Haise
Sasaki versuchen diese jungen Ermittler, der tödlichen Plage in Tokyo Herr zu werden.
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to become one… The Commission of
Counter Ghoul is the only organization fighting the Ghoul menace, and they will use every tool at their
disposal to protect humanity from its ultimate predator. Their newest weapon in this hidden war is an
experimental procedure that implants human investigators with a Ghoul’s Kagune, giving them Ghoul powers
and abilities. But both the procedure and the newly formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they become
heroes…or monsters?! While Haise is determined to help his old friends escape from Cochlea prison, he
doesn’t want to hurt any of his CCG colleagues. But his mentor Kisho Arima takes the decision out of Haise’s
hands, confirming some of Haise’s greatest fears about the organization that has become his whole life. He
lost everything once before. How will he handle it happening again?!
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 16
Vampire Reign
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 2
Parasyte

As Kaneki and the fiercest fighter in the CCG, Arima, finally face off, several
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investigators launch an assault on Yoshimura, unaware of the danger that awaits them. The
massive battle takes a turn for the worse when the One-Eyed Owl appears, leaving the fate
of Kaneki and the CCG hanging in the balance. -- VIZ Media
SILENT INVASION They arrive in silence and darkness. They descend from the skies. They
have a hunger for human flesh. They are everywhere. They are parasites, alien creatures
who must invade–and take control of–a human host to survive. And once they have infected
their victims, they can assume any deadly form they choose: monsters with giant teeth,
winged demons, creatures with blades for hands. But most have chosen to conceal their
lethal purpose behind ordinary human faces. So no one knows their secret–except an
ordinary high school student. Shin is battling for control of his own body against an
alien parasite, but can he find a way to warn humanity of the horrors to come?
Trapped within the body of the monster he unwittingly transformed into, Kaneki is forced
to reexamine his past as he struggles to regain consciousness. Meanwhile, Touka manages
to locate her husband within the bulk of the monster, but releasing Kaneki has the
unintended, terrifying consequence of awakening an army of smaller monsters! -- VIZ Media
Six months after their Aogiri Tree Operation, the CCG continues their investigation of
the Gourmet and the Binge Eater. Kaneki and his colleagues search for Rize’s true
identity brings them face-to-face with the mysterious Madame A. -- VIZ Media
T. 1
Tokyo Ghoul: Days
The Strongest Bride on Earth
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 10
While Kaneki and his friends tangle with the ghouls from the Aogiri Tree organization, the Commission of Counter Ghoul’s ongoing
investigations bring them dangerously close to discovering Kaneki’s secret. -- VIZ Media
Furuta has finally gone too far in his mad power grab at the CCG. Disgusted at his abuse of Countermeasure Law, Urie and a group of
investigators decide to take him down. When they confront him, it becomes clear that Furuta is himself a Ghoul. Overthrown and fleeing the
threat of eradication, Furuta takes out his rage on the Goat stronghold. And in the ensuing carnage, Kaneki is forced to make a horrible,
fateful decision... -- VIZ Media
Elles se fondent dans la foule pour mieux se nourrir de chair humaine.Elles ressemblent aux hommes, mais leur existence est bien
différente...Elles sont appelées "goules".Le CCG, une organisation gouvernementale chargée d'étudier et de combattre les goules, met sur
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pied un nouveau groupe pour répondre aux exigences de sa mission. Cette unité est exclusivement composée de sujets
expérimentaux...Leur nom, les "Quinckes".Ce groupe atypique a pour mentor un jeune inspecteur de première classe, Haise Sasaki.
Ensemble, ils seront vite happés par l'immense métropole de Tokyo, dont les méandres cachent parfois des visages familiers...Suite directe
de Tokyo Ghoul, Tokyo Ghoul : Re témoigne de l'audace permanente de son auteur. Non content, dans son premier cycle, de nous faire
découvrir son Tokyo fantastique par les yeux des goules, Ishida renverse complètement ce principe dans :Re en prenant cette fois le point de
vue des policiers chasseurs de goules ! Qui sont les méchants ?
The CCG never thought that taking down the Rosewald family would be easy and, as expected, the casualties are piling up. Numbered
among the wounded is Haise Sasaki, whose critical injuries leave him vulnerable when the past threatens to overwhelm him! -- VIZ Media
Days
Seraph of the End, Vol. 2
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 7
Yuichiro survives the trial to acquire Cursed Gear—demon-possessed weaponry that is humanity’s only hope for combating the
vampire scourge. But times are dangerous, and instead of getting to celebrate his newfound power, Yuichiro and his friends are
given their first mission: head to Shinjuku and investigate vampire activity. Unbeknownst to Yuichiro, Mika, his best friend and now
a vampire, is headed for the same place. -- VIZ Media
A full-color art book showcasing the terrific and terrifying work of Sui Ishida, creator of the hit manga and anime Tokyo Ghoul and
Tokyo Ghoul:re. A full-color art book showcasing creator Sui Ishida’s incredible work on Tokyo Ghoul :re, the best-selling sequel
series to the hit manga and anime Tokyo Ghoul. Tokyo Ghoul:re Illustrations: zakki features artwork and behind-the-scenes notes,
commentary and a Q&A from Tokyo Ghoul creator Sui Ishida. Discover the creative process behind the popular series in gloriously
ghoulish full color.
Haise Sasaki is in charge of turning the unruly members of the Qs Squad into an elite counter-Ghoul unit. But with everything to
prove, will his team bite off more than it can chew when it starts investigating the mysterious organization Aogiri Tree? And can
Haise be the mentor the Qs need when his forgotten past could come back to haunt him at any moment? -- VIZ Media
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to become one… A box set that includes all 16 volumes of
the original Tokyo Ghoul:re series, with an exclusive double-sided poster. The Commission of Counter Ghoul is the only
organization fighting the Ghoul menace, and they will use every tool at their disposal to protect humanity from its ultimate
predator. Their newest weapon in this hidden war is an experimental procedure that implants human investigators with a Ghoul’s
Kagune, giving them Ghoul powers and abilities. But both the procedure and the newly formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they
become heroes…or monsters?!
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 15
TOKYO GHOUL:re 10
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 1
Includes vols. 1-16 with premium
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Kaneki was mortally wounded in the CCG attack on the Goat stronghold, and in his desperation to see Touka
again, he gorges himself on the bodies of the Oggai. The sudden ingestion of this unusual fuel forces Kaneki
into a terrible metamorphosis, the result of which poses a stark new threat to Ghouls and humans alike. Will
Kaneki’s degradation be what finally brings the two sides of this ancient war together? -- VIZ Media
Kaneki is still trying to get used to his new life when Commission of Counter Ghoul agents Mado and Amon
start sniffing around for Hinami. Kaneki and Touka are going to have to get them off her tail and fast. No
easy task now that Kaneki’s got to bring humans and Ghouls to a rapid truce at the same time. -- VIZ Media
Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every way—except their craving for human flesh. Ghouls
live among us, the same as normal people in every way—except their craving for human flesh. Ken Kaneki is
an ordinary college student until a violent encounter turns him into the first half-human half-ghoul hybrid.
Trapped between two worlds, he must survive Ghoul turf wars, learn more about Ghoul society and master
his new powers. The newly awakened Kaneki unleashes his monstrous strength to protect his friend Touka
and finds himself irrevocably changed. Kaneki sets out on his own, determined to find out the truth behind
what’s happening to him—and what the Aogiri Tree organization actually is.
Tokyo Ghoul: re Complete Box Set
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 13
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 8
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 14
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